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Linking Buildings using VoIP

An article explaining the concepts, with examples,
of how to do ‘free’ phone calls between sites using

SIP based VoIP over the Internet

Solwise Ltd
www.solwise.co.uk
sales@solwise.co.uk

Ver 2.2

In the examples covered here, I shall only talk about using the range of VoIP products available
from Solwise. The underlying principles will be the same for other makes of products. However, I
don’t make any money by telling you how to do things with other suppliers kit so don’t expect me

to help you! 
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1 Background

This is a question we must get three or 4 times a week! The scenario is you have a central office
with a telephone system (PBX). You also have one or more remote satellite offices and maybe some
home workers. What you want is to map some of the extensions on your central PBX so they
operate as remote phone extensions at these other sites.  You have a broadband internet connection
at each site so naturally you’re thinking about the idea of using this VoIP thing you’ve heard about
to in some way make phone calls over the internet between sites.

For example, imagine we have a central HQ office and, in the next town, we have a satellite remote
office with just a couple of members of staff. What we want is to map extensions 13 and 14 at the
main office so they appear as two phones at the remote office and maybe extension 15 to a home
user: extension 13 on Jims desk, extension 14 on Sams desk and extension 15 for the home user. In
this way, if someone at HQ (let’s say Jane on extension 20) dials 14 then the phone on Sams desk,
at the remote office, rings. Sam can then pickup the phone at speak to Jane just as if extension 14
was in the HQ building. Similarly, if Jim picks up the phone on his desk then he hears the dial tone
coming from the phone. He can then dial any other extension or dial 9 for an outside line just as if
he was sat at extension 13 at HQ.

Of course, the way to do this is via VoIP:
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2 Basic Concepts

2.1 FXO and FXS Ports

Either VoIP gateways can have FXO ports or they can have FXS ports. So, what the heck is an
FXO or FXS port?!

Consider a ‘normal’ telephone handset plugged into a ‘normal’ phone socket:

A telephone takes current (volts) in. If you take a telephone lead from a telephone and stick it in
your mouth it won’t hurt and you won’t be electrocuted. On the other hand a wall phone socket
gives current (volts) out. If you stick your tongue into a phone wall socket it will tingle AND if the
phone rings it will bl**dy hurt as it throws out over 200 volts!! i.e. DON’T do this!!!

In the world of telephony a phone port that gives out current (i.e. it’s a source, like a BT phone
socket) is called an FXS port. A telephone port that takes IN current (like that on a telephone) is
called an FXO port.

Therefore, if you want to plug a telephone handset into a VoIP gateway then you need an FXS port
on the gateway. On the other hand, if you want to connect a VoIP gateway to a telephone line (or an
extension on a PBX – the principle’s the same) then you need an FXO port on the gateway (i.e. the
line gives OUT current so you need an FXO port).

FXS port on a
Gateway
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FXO port on a
Gateway

Now consider an ‘all-in-one’ VoIP phone. If you think about this is a VoIP telephone is simply a
normal telephone combined with a single FXS port gateway. Same result 

2.2 Basic Connectivity

So let’s go back to the original problem….. We want to take three analogue extensions from the
PBX (13,14,15) and map two of them (13,14) to analogue phones at a remote office and another,
15, to a VoIP phone for a home worker. The way we’re going to do this is connect the extensions at
the main office to the FXO ports on a VoIP gateway. At the remote office we’re going to need a 2-
port FXS gateway with two analogue phones attached. At the home office we’re going to use a
simple VoIP telephone. We also need to ensure that each location has connection to the Internet
using a router

Then we do programming for each VoIP device (i.e. the FXO gateway at the main office. The FXS
gateway at the remote office and the VoIP phone at the home office) so they can connect to each
site.

However, before we can even think about the VoIP devices, we need to consider the IP connectivity
between the sites and that brings us to the problem of NAT and VoIP and how the VoIP traffic will
get between sites over the Internet.

2.2.1 NAT and VoIP
NAT is where you only have one IP address from your ISP (this can be a fixed or dynamic IP – no
difference). If you are going to connect a VoIP device (like an IP phone) and your PC to the Internet
then you need to use an ADSL router that will do NAT. With NAT the outside (called the WAN
side) of the router ‘appears’ as the single public IP address. The inside (called the LAN side) is
where your IP Phone and PC will sit and these use a second, private, range of IP addresses which
are separate from the public side of the router. BTW this is why NAT routers have such a good
natural firewall; by default the LAN (private) side is kept private from the outside world so outside
‘hackers’ can’t see your PC’s etc…  However, NAT is such a good natural firewall that VoIP can
really suffer 

There are two reasons why VoIP doesn’t like NAT. The first problem concerns the voice traffic
(called the RTP traffic). The problem is that the party you are calling sends its voice traffic back to
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you using a randomly chosen UTP port. Now, because of the way NAT works, it won’t allow
unsolicited traffic in on ports different from which it went out. As a consequence the voice traffic
doesn’t get back through the router to your VoIP device i.e. you can’t hear them!

The second problem is to do with the addresses. Because your VoIP device is on a private IP
address, this is, the address it uses to announce it’s self to the other party. Consequently, then the
other party tries to then talk back to you using this private address. In addition, of course, this
private address is private, not viewable from the outside world; result, it doesn’t work!

There are a couple of techniques which NAT systems can use to get around these problems. For the
dynamic port used for the RTP traffic a simple way is to forward all of the RTP ports on the router
i.e. tell the router that any incoming RTP traffic should go to the VoIP device (using port
forwarding or a virtual server setting on the router). Some more modern routers, which are VoIP
aware, go a stage further with this technique and then can detect when VoIP traffic goes OUT and
then automatically set up rules so any traffic that comes back is directed back to the VoIP device.
This saves you have to do any port forwarding on the router. This feature in the router is usually
called an ALG (Application Layer Gateway). Most newish routers will have an ALG to cope with
SIP VoIP protocol.

The second problem, with the private address, is usually solved using an external server. What
happens is, at the start of the call, the VoIP device first contacts the remote server asking it what it’s
viewable public address is (i.e. the WAN or public address of the router, the address that the outside
work sees). The server replies with the public address answer and then this is the address that the
VoIP device uses for its call traffic. That way the other party sends it’s traffic back to the correct
address. Either this server can be called a Proxy Server or, in the world of SIP VoIP, it’s normally
called a STUN server. However there’s a problem, not all VoIP devices can work with a Proxy or
STUN server. Those VoIP products that are aimed at the home or SOHO market normally have
these features but products aimed at larger corporate setups that need multiport VoIP devices often
don’t. I suppose the assumption is that larger organisations will have blocks of public IP addresses
and not be using NAT systems.

However, there is another method to get around these two problems and it’s my favourite: VPN.

2.2.2 VoIP over VPN and Routers
If you can setup VPN links between the sites then the VoIP traffic can easily go from site to site
over the VPN tunnels. Using this method the NAT problems go away since all of the sites are on
the same, private network. This method also has a beneficial side effect: You then have a perfect,
secure data link between all sites suitable for data and file transfer (e.g. data base files, email, thin-
client applications etc..).

In practise you need to use ADSL (or broadband) routers which include VPN termination i.e. the
VPN links are automatically created between the routers at each site But, whilst we are talking
about routers, lets also mention QoS and ‘bandwidth throttling.

VoIP data is very susceptible to fluctuations in the available bandwidth. It wants a minimum,
consistent bandwidth with nice, repeatable latency figures i.e. no wild peaks in ping times. The
problem with the internet is it’s a public data network which doesn’t provide any prioritisation for
VoIP traffic i.e. VoIP traffic is mixed up and treated exactly the same way as all of the other
internet traffic. With most ISP’s though this isn’t a problem; they have so much spare bandwidth
capacity that they can manage to keep the system fairly stable and consistent (you notice I keep on
using the work consistent here? It’s important ). However, the local link between your LAN
router and the ISP is generally of a much lower bandwidth; typically only 256-384Kbps upstream
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(with VoIP the upstream matters just as much as the downstream and on ADSL it’s the upstream
which is the lower bandwidth). Further, you will probably find that this link is a contended service
(shared with other users) so you probably can’t assume better than 50% bandwidth, so maybe only
120-190Kbps available on the uplink. VoIP data using a good compression codec needs about
24Kbps each way. So you can see you don’t have a lot of bandwidth to play with; someone just
needs to send a one Meg email and the VoIP will suffer.

It’s therefore very important that your ADSL or broadband router has some form of QoS (Quality of
Service) or bandwidth throtling so that you can ensure that your VoIP traffic gets top priority above
your other Internet data. Routers using the Globespan Argon 4 chipsets are generally very good at
this e.g. the Solwise SAR-308ER or the Billion 7500 range. These routers also have good VPN
connection options so they are excellent at forming site-to-site VPN data links suitable for VoIP and
‘normal’ data.

Therefore, because VPN makes the VoIP job easier, for the purposes of this article I shall assume
this is the method you’ll be using. If you don’t have VPN connectivity between sites (and for some
reason don’t want to use this method) then I discuss alternatives at the end of this article.

2.3 H323 or SIP?

H323 and SIP are different protocols used for VoIP. H323 is the longer established protocol that
was originally developed for voice communications for corporate companies and universities. It’s
therefore bristling with the sort of features suitable for those users e.g. very large numbers of sites
with sophisticated dial plan capability (e.g. the ability to group extensions), and good site-to-site
calling abilities. However on it’s downside it’s a cumbersome protocol that requires quite high
sophistication in the equipment (for high sophistication read high processing power) and therefore
the equipment tends to be more expensive. It was also developed before NAT type routers were
wide spread so H323 is short on NAT traversal capabilities.

On the other hand, SIP is the new kid on the block that started off as a development involving
Microsoft and Cisco. Some more cynical people suggest that Microsoft developed SIP because they
wanted a VoIP protocol standard that they could control. With H323 they had no way of stamping
their authority on the standard because it was too long established; a bit like the IE and Netscape
wars or the Java fiasco. However that wouldn’t be my viewpoint; personally I always think that MS
does everything in the public interest 

Originally SIP was aimed at the smaller user like the home or SOHO user and was designed to
make use of a controlling server (called a Register Server or a SIP Server or something like that) to
do call management. As such, it has the features, which appeal to that market e.g. good NAT
traversal capability, and, because it’s designed to use a controlling server, the equipment can have a
lower sophistication (for lower sophistication read lower processing power) and therefore the
equipment tends to be lower cost. In fact, with a good processor PC, SIP VoIP is almost good
enough to run as an application on a PC – I say almost because it can still suffer depending upon
what you are doing on the PC. In my opinion, a proper piece of standard alone VoIP equipment is
better than software on a PC.

Recently there have been some new SIP based VoIP gateways aimed at the SME/business end of
the market. There are multi port units with the type of more sophisticated dial plan capabilities
required by that market and functions like direct peer-to-peer calls (i.e. without a server required).
e.g. look at the Solwise new VG14xx products. These new multiport units also have NAT traversal
capabilities making them suitable for organisations which don’t want to setup VPN links or use
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public IP addresses for the equipment. However, I still reckon a VPN link is better because it allows
you to do normal data transfer as well as the VoIP.

2.4 The Building Blocks

So let’s consider what we need to solve our problem assuming that we are going to do VPN links
between the sites. I’ll go over a non-VPN setup later. Remember, don’t get hooked on the extension
numbers I’ve used in this example; they’re just for illustration purposes 

Main Office:-

 We need some analogue phone extensions on the PBX, lets say extensions 13,14 and 15.
 We need an FXO, multiport gateway at the main office. This is connected to the analogue

phone extensions. For our example we’ll use a 4 port gateway like the VG-1440R (see our
web site for details) and connect extensions 13, 14, 15 to ports 1,2 and 3 of the gateway.

 A decent ADSL router with VPN and QoS capabilities.

Remote Office:-

 An FXS multiport VoIP gateway that we connect to a couple of ‘normal’ analogue desk
phones. For example our VG-1404R 4 FXS port gateway. In our example were going to set
the phone on port 1 as extension 13 from the central office and the phone on port 2 as
extension 14.

 A decent ADSL router with VPN and QoS capabilities.

Home Office:-

 A VoIP phone; for this example we shall assume an IPP-120 (details on our web site).
 And, again, a decent ADSL router with VPN and QoS capabilities 
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3 Programming

I’m going to assume that you’ve already sorted out the VPN connectivity between the sites so that
each remote site can ‘see’ the private LAN of the main office and vice-a-versa. As I mentioned
above, if you aren’t going to use VPN then the problem becomes a lot harder because you need to
use public IP addresses for some equipment or equipment that uses NAT traversal – some pointers
on alternative, non-VPN, methods are given in the chapter at the end. I’m also going to assume that
you’ve correctly configured the IP addresses for each VoIP device according to the network it’s on.

Let’s set some example IP’s to use in our explanation just to make things easier when referencing
the sites:

 Main Office is LAN 192.168.0.x with the VoIP gateway on WAN address 192.168.0.100
 Remote Office is LAN 192.168.1.x with the VoIP gateway on WAN address 192.168.1.100
 Home Office is LAN 192.168.2.x with the VoIP Phone on WAN address 192.168.2.100

Don’t take these as fixed settings; if your LAN uses different IP addresses then just adjust the
following examples to suite.

First of all you need to make sure that the IP LAN configuration is done for each VoIP device. I
won’t cover that part here: Look in the manuals for the various products if not sure.

Now what we need to do is programme the main office gateway so that port 1, which is connected
to extension 13 on the PBX, is mapped to port 1 at the remote office. Ditto port 2 (extension 14)
goes to port 2 at the remote office and port 3 (extension 15) is mapped to the voip phone at the
home office.

You start by first of all allocating a series of internal telephone numbers (that is internal to the voip
system) to represent each destination and port.

e.g.
 port 1, main office, 10
 port 2, main office, 11
 port 3, main office, 12
 port 1, remote office, 20
 port 2, remote office, 21
 home phone, 30

Now we need to programme each voip device so that it ‘knows’ about each destination. For each
gateway the destinations are the ports on the VoIP devices which are remote but also the local ports
on the gateway itself – the local ports on each box also appear as destinations in the dial plan
settings.

Now each device in turn.

3.1 The Main Office

See Advanced Setup/Dialling Plan.

The dial plan entry tables for the VG series gateways consist of two parts:
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 An outgoing  dial entry for calls what come IN the telephone port and then go OUT from the
gatway as VoIP.

 An incoming dial entry for calls what come IN via VoIP and then go OUT to the telephone
port on the gatway.

Let’s look at VoIP calls coming INTO the main office gateway. We therefore need to look at the
Incoming Dial Plan.

Let’s give an example for the dial number 10 on the main office gateway (which is associated with
the first port on the main office gateway and will eventually be mapped so that it will be associated
with the phone on the first port at the remote office) and hopefully it will all become clear 

This says setup the incoming dial number 10 (comes IN via VoIP) which has a minimum number of
2 digits and a maximum number of 20 digits (i.e. the number starts with the digits ‘1’ and ‘0’). Then
we delete two digits off the number (i.e. remove the digits 1 and 0 from the front of the number
making it effectively length) before presenting the number to the destination. The purpose of this is
to stop the gateway ‘playing’ the dial number 10  to the local port. This is because most VoIP
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gateways play the dialled number to the destination device. If the destination is a remote VoIP
gateway then this is useful so that the destination box can decide what to do with the call based
upon the dialled number. However, if it’s a local port you don’t need this feature. Then the
destination is telephone port 1.

So, for the number11 which will be for associating the second phone (port) at the remote office to
the second port on the main office gateway…

Then we have the port dialplan entry to be used for calls coming in from the home workers IP
phone.

Now we setup the dial entries on the main office gateway so that ports 1 and 2 can call the remote
office gateway and port 3 can call the home workers IP phone:

For example, this says setup the outgoing dial number 20 (will be going OUT via VoIP) which has
a minimum number of 2 digits and a maximum number of 2 digits (i.e. the number is only the digits
‘2’ and ‘0’). Notice how we don’t strip the digits from the end of the number before sending the call
onto the remote gateway. This is so the destination gateway at the remote office can look at the
dialed number (20 or 21) and then decide where to send the call i.e. which local port. The actual
port at the remote gateway that this traffic is destined for is decided by the remote gateway when
the call arrives (via it’s Incoming Dial Plan).
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So we have two entries for calls top the remote gateway and then a dial entry 30 to dial the IP phone
for the home worker from the main office.

Finally remember to save the configuration and reboot the main gateway.

3.2 The Remote Office

At the remote office we have a Incoming Dial Plan for VoIP calls coming FROM the main gateway
and we have a feneric Outgoing Dial Plan for VoIP calls going out from the remote gateway TO the
main gateway.

For the incoming calls we need to strip two digits off the incoming numbers before sending them to
the local ports so that the numbers aren’t ‘played’ to the port. Also, the incoming numbers (from the
main office gateway) should only be two digits long. Conversly, for the outgoing numbers (from
remote to main office) then we need to add an identifying prefix so the main office gateway knows
how to handle the call. We also need to create outgoing entries which test for the starting digits of
the dialed number. So, for example, in the above we have dial entries for calls starting with ‘1’, ‘2’,
‘3’, and ‘9’ (‘9’ is there because most PBX’s use digit 9 to denote outside line call). In each case the
dialled number will be prefixed with ‘10’ before sending off to the main office gateway.

Finally, again, save the settings and reboot.

3.3 The Home Office

Setup for the IP phone is much the same theory but, since the phone only has to make or receive
calls from the main office gateway and the phone only has one port, it’s a lot simpler. The phone
simply has to prefix it’s number with ‘12’ and send the complete, prefixed, number to the main
office gateway. The gateway will then see the ‘12’ at the start and direct the call to the correct local
port.
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First of all make sure that the Phone Number of the phone is ‘30’ since this is the number associated
with the outgoing dial plan entry on the main gateway. Do this on the Advanced Configuration/SIP
Configuration page:

Make sure you have enabled ‘P2P Mode’; this enables simple Peer-to-Peer calls without needing a
SIP proxy. Also set the field ‘Phone Number’ to 30.

Now goto the Advanced Configuration/Number Configuration page:

Create a single entry for number 12 to dial the main gateway on address 192.168.0.100. So any
number that starts with the prefix ‘12’ will be sent to the main office gateway.
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Now goto Digit Manipulation

We need to add manipulation entries now for numbers starting with ‘1’, ‘2’, ‘3’ or ‘9’. So, if the
phone user dials any number starting with 1, 2,3, or 9 then the phone will prefix the number with
‘12’.

That’s it for the time being.

After doing these changes then remember to Reboot the phone for the settings to apply.
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4 Testing and Automating the process

First we need to do some manual testing to ensure the calls work. Once we are happy then we can
start automating and streamlining the process.

Testing is easy. At the main office, from one of the ‘normal’ office extensions (e.g. 19) dial the
number 13. What you should hear is a couple of rings and then you should hear a second dialtone.
This second dialtone is the dialtone from the first port on the main office gateway. Now, if you then
dial 20 the phone attached to the first port at the remote office should ring. If you dial 21 then the
second phone should ring and, if you dial 30 then the phone at the home office should ring!

Going back the other way then you pick up one of the phones at the remote office. You get the dial
tone from the FXS gateway at the remote office. Then dial 19. This will send the complete number
‘1019’ to the main gateway (the outgoing dial plan entry on the remote gateway automatically adds
10 to the start of the number). The main gateway then see’s the starting digits ‘10’, strips ‘10’ from
the start of the number, and sends the remaining two digits ‘19’ to the port and line of the gateway
(port  1). Since the port is connected to extension 13 of the PBX, what happens is the PBX connects
the call to extension 19.

If the manual testing did not work then there is no need to plough on regardless to the automating
procedure! Find out what’s wrong and fix it before going forward! There are some pointers that
might help in Chapter 7.

Once you have this working manually then we’re ready to automate the process so that when a user
on the main office PBX dials extension 13 (for example) the call goes automatically to the correct
phone at the remote office without having to do the second dial. And, finally, when you dial a
number on the home VoIP phone then the call is made out through the gateway at the main office as
if the call is originating from extension 15. In this way the remote phones (i.e. ‘normal’ phones
connected to the ports on the remote gateway and the VoIP phone at the house of the home worker)
appear like extensions from the main PBX.

On the office gateway, the way to do this is to use the ‘Hot Line Setting’ feature (under Advanced
Setup/Hot Line Setting) . Hot Line means ‘when a call arrives at a port then automatically dial this
number’. In practice, what this means is when a call comes from the PBX to (for example)
extension 13 on the PBX then the main office gateway will auto-dial the dial plan number to
connect to port 1 on the remote office gateway.

e.g. on the main office gateway we need to make port 1 hotline dial 20 and port 2 hotline dials 21
and port 3 dials number 30:
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Remember to save the configuration and reboot.

Now you need to test the automatic operation for calls going from the main office to the remote
office. If, from the main PBX (from extension 19 for example) you dial 13 you should hear a short
ring (the extension ringing at the main office gateway) followed by a change in the ring. This
second ring that should be the handset on the first port at the remote office.

A more complicated test is to call the IP phone from the handset on the first port at remote office.
From our programming the first remote port is mapped to the first port at the main office that is
extension 13 on the PBX. Therefore, you pick up the remote phone handset. Then you dial 15
which, you remember, is the extension connected to the third port on the main office gateway. Then
main office gateway routes the call back out to the home IP phone. Therefore, the call is then
coming in on extension 13 and then going out again on extension 15 to the home worker.
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5 Without VPN

The conversation and method discussed above have assumed that the various sites are connected by
VPN links. As mentioned before, VPN connections between the various points simplifies greatly
the IP setup. If you remove the VPN links then you have to identify the address of each location by
it’s public internet address.

e.g.

main office is 212.56.234.74
remote office is 211.62.231.13
home office is 210.75.92.129

Now this is fine if you have an internet account from your ISP which has multiple, static, public
addresses; in that case you just allocate one of your spare addresses to the VoIP device. However,
most internet accounts have only a single address and, worse, it’s not fixed – it can change any time
the line is reset.

There are five problems to be considered:

1. The fact that the local address of the gateway will be private (e.g. 192.168.1.100) but the
public address of this connection will be different causes a problem with the VoIP protocols.
By default the VoIP device will tend to identify it’s self to the other calling party as having a
private LAN address. However a private LAN address is not visible in the real, public world
so it cannot be replied to.

This address is not fixed and might
change the next time the internet
connection to the remote site changes
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2. The second problem is to do with the way the NAT works on a normal internet router. With
NAT the public internet side and private LAN side are isolated by a very effective natural
firewall. The effect of this firewall is to block all unsolicited traffic coming from the internet
back into the private network. The problem is the voice traffic on a VoIP call might appear
as unsolicited traffic and therefore get blocked; the effect is no speech goes over the VoIP
link.

3. The third problem again follows on from the problem of different public and private
networks: Traffic will arrive at the public side of the internet router at the site and the router
has to be told which private address to forward the traffic to.

4. Because each site appears as just a single, public address then you cannot have more that
one VoIP device at each site: So you can only have one VoIP gateway (but this can have
multiple ports) or a single IP phone.

5. The final problem is the very fact that the public address for each site will probably NOT be
fixed.

So the first part of the setup looks quite easy; simply change the destination addresses in the
Outgoing Dial Plans for each site (and the hotline setup for the home, VoIP phone, site) to show the
public address for the destinations. However we need to think about problem 5; the fact that the
address might not be fixed. The only way around this is to use a ‘dynamic dns’ service like
DynDNS or NoIP on you internet account. So, at each site, register and setup a dynamic DNS
domain.

e.g.

main office is solwise_main_office.co.uk
remote office is solwise_remote _office.co.uk
home office is solwise_home_office.co.uk

Make sure the router at each site is correctly setup to do the DNS updates (or you have a PC
running DNS client software at each site).

Now alter the dial plans at each site with these domains entered as the destinations. Also, check that
the IP settings of the VoIP device are correctly set i.e. default gateway and DNS server address
entry. So, hopefully, that fixes problem 5.

Now there’s problem 1; making sure the VoIP devices identify themselves with the public address
for each site rather than the private LAN address the device is configured with. The way round this
is to use an outside sever which the VoIP device can connect which will tell the VoIP device what
public address it appears as to the outside world. The most common type of server used for this is
called a STUN server. There are several public, free, STUN servers out there that you can use e.g.
69.90.168.14. So, make sure that each VoIP device is setup to use STUN e.g.

This is on the ‘VoIP Basic’ page on the gateways.

So, hopefully, that’s problem 1 sorted.
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Now problem 2; how to stop the router blocking the voice traffic coming back to the VoIP device.
Well there are two ways to fix this:

a) Put the VoIP device in the DMZ of the internet router. What this does is tell the router to
send ALL incoming, unsolicited back traffic to the VoIP device.

b) Second solution is to use an internet router which has a SIP ALG (Application Layer
Gateway) so that the internet router checks for traffic coming back following an
outgoing VoIP request and send the back traffic to the VoIP device. Nowadays nearly all
ADSL Internet Routers have this function built in so, this is probably the preferred
option.

So, first of all see if your router has the SIP ALG. If it does then no problem, if it doesn’t then you
will have to go for option a).

Now problem 3: You need to forward the main SIP traffic port, 5060, on the NAT setup of the
router, to point to the private address of your VoIP device. This is quite simple, just goto the ‘port
forwarding’ or ‘virtual server’ setup in the router and put the appropriate entry in. However, this is
where problem 4 comes in. Since you can only do port forwarding, for a particular port, to a single
local address then this means you can only run a single VoIP device per location. There is a fix for
this which involves you putting SIP Proxy server at each site…. however that’s another article! 

So, now we’ve addressed all of the problems then, hopefully, you can setup a system to link the
sites using public IPs.
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6 Finishing off

Finally there are a few things we can do to improve things:

6.1 Codec

The Codec is the compression algorithm used to compress the voice data sent over the LAN. There
are good codec’s (i.e. good compression and good quality) and there are not so good codec’s (e.g.
cr*p compression!).

The table below is worth glancing at:

Codec Voice bandwidth
in Kbps

Real bandwidth
in Kbps

Quality rating
4.0 is ‘normal phone line’ quality

Comment

G.711 64 84 4.0 The same bandwidth used by ’normal’
phone calls. Effectively zero compression.
Free codec therefore popular but very high
bandwidth usage.

G.723.1 (5.3) 5.3 20 3.9 Near ‘phone lines’ quality but this codec
costs money (you pay for a license) so a lot
of the cheapo call carriers or equipment
manufacturers might not always support this
one since they’re the ones that pay the
license!

G.723.1 (6.3) 6.3 22 3.6 No where near as good as the 5.3K version
of G.723. Again a licensed codec. Normally
comes along with the superior 5.3K version.

G.726 32 50 3.85 A free codec which is not too bad. Sort of
half way between G.711 and G.723 (5.3).
Compression not so hot but call quality
acceptable. Becoming more popular because
it’s free and better than G.711!

G.729 8 24 3.9 Near ‘phone lines’ quality but this codec
costs money (you pay for a license) so a lot
of the cheapo call carriers or equipment
manufacturers might not always support this
one since they’re the ones that pay the
license!

G.729A 8 24 3.7 Not as good as the plain G.729. Again a
licensed codec. Normally comes along with
the superior G.729 version.

Notice how the ‘real life’ bandwidth is much higher than the raw ‘voice’ bandwidth. This is because
the voice data is broken into a series as slices as the speech is processed. The faster the slices the
smaller the amount of voice data in the IP packets and the more continuous the speech. Slower
slices result in larger amounts of voice data per packet but a more ‘Dalek’ like sound. Since there is
a certain, fixed, amount of data added to every packet, a smaller number of larger packets are more
efficient than a large number of small packets. This also explains why a codec of just 8K voice data
ends up using 24K of real bandwidth: It’s the overhead per packet.

Check which codec’s your VoIP equipment supports. IMHO only use G.711 or G.726 if you have
to i.e. there is nothing else to choose from  My favorite is G.729: It gives ‘phone line’ like call
quality and very good compression.

For the IPP-120 phone goto Advanced/Media Configuration:
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Select ‘First’ as G.729 and second as G.723.1. This way the phone will attempt first of all to use
codec G.729 but, if the other end doesn’t support this, then it will drop down to G.723.1.

On the VG series gateways goto VoIP Setup/Advance Setting:

Under ‘Voice Codec’ select G.729. At the bottom of the page, then entry ‘G.729 Bandwidth’,
allows you to set the maximum bandwidth used by the codec. Remember, from above, the raw
voice bandwidth for G.729 is 8Kbps but the IP transfer bandwidth ends up much higher because of
the ‘extra’ IP data sent with each packet. The ‘G.729 Bandwidth’ parameter allows you to set the
total amount of bandwidth used by the codec. It’s does this by altering the size of the voice data
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packets (as discussed above). Best speech quality will result in using the higher bandwidth (i.e.
smaller voice packets but highest ‘extra’ packet overheard) but more internet bandwidth will be
used. I’d advise playing with this setting to see if you can detect a difference and at what the lowest
setting is that you find acceptable.

6.2 Volume

UK phone systems give out a lower volume level than PBX systems used in the rest of the world
(read ‘the USA’) so you might find calls using the VoIP gateways are a bit quiet.

To control the volume goto VoIP Setup/Advance Setting.

On the FXS gateway, look at the ‘Phone In/Out Volume’ settings. The defaults are –3 db. To
increase the volume then make this number more positive. Note that every 3db doubles the
loudness. My advice would be to increase both settings to 0 (add 3 to each one).

On the FXO gateway there are two sets of controls….
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… the ‘Line In/Out Volume’ and the ‘FXO Tx/Rx Gain’. As far as I can tell both sets of parameters
have the same, net, effect but they operate at different stages in the gateway, telephone port
hardware. As with the FXS gateway controls, to increase the volume then make this number more
positive. Note that every 3db doubles the loudness. I’m afraid it’s not easy to advise exactly which
setting to adjust: Try increasing them, one after another, by 3db and see what happens 

BTW also ensure that the ‘FXO AC Impedance’ is set to UK.

6.3 Correctly detecting the clear forward signal (caller disconnect)

6.3.1 So what does this mean?
When you make a call from an extension on the main office PBX to one of the extensions
connected to the main office gateway and then hang up a signal is sent by your PBX to the port to
indicate that the call is finished. This signal is called the ‘clear forward signal’ or sometimes the
‘call disconnect signal’. It’s used so that gateway device can tell when the call is finished. In the
UK, the standard signal (as used by BT) is to reverse the polarity of the phone lines. This is
different from other countries e.g. if you are in the States and the other party hangs up then you get
sent a tone. However, in the UK being different we use a polarity reversal  Private telephone
systems as used by UK buisnesses will, 9 times out of 10, use polarity reversal. If you don’t
configure the gateway to correctly detect the clear forward signal then you can end up with the
situation that a call from the main office gateway to the remote office gateway doesn’t end when the
call is finished.
If you want to read more on Polarity Reversal then Wikapedia have an entry you can read Answer
Supervision

NEWS FLASH! Since this article was last updated we’ve discovered that BT (and KC, if you are
in Hull) are not enabling Polarity Reversal Answer Supervision by default on newish PSTN lines –
it looks like they haven’t been doing this for a few years now  This means, if you are going to be
connecting your FXO gateway directly to BT phone lines (e.g. you might be trying to extend a UK
phone line from one building to another), then you might have to first contact your telco (BT or
KC) to ensure that this feature is enabled.
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6.3.2 So how do you configure the gateway to handle the polarity reversal then?
This setting only matters for the FXO gateway end (main office) since this is the end connected to
the main PBX.

On the FXO web setup, goto VoIP Setup/Advance Setting:

Check that ‘UK release tone detection’ is enabled and the ‘Answer Supervision’ should be set to
‘Battery Reversal Detection’.

6.4 Transferring Calls

From what you’ve read so far you can, using VoIP, make links between a central office PBX and a
remote office essentially transparent to voice traffic. However, the support of the ‘recall’ signal is
poor or non-existent in most VoIP hardware. This ‘recall’ signal is used to put a call on hold or
transfer it to another extension on the head-office PBX. It is sometimes called a TLB or FLASH
signal and is normally implemented by an analogue telephone on an analogue extension
momentarily going ‘on-hook’. In practice, the lack of support for TLB or recall on a VoIP link
means that a person on a remote call can’t send an instruction down to the main office PBX to put
the call on hold and hence can’t transfer calls. However, the Solwise VG SIP gateways fully support
the recall signal (called ‘Flash’ outside the UK )!

Imagine a call is in progress from the main office PBX, out through a port on the office gateway,
over the network, then into the remote gateway, out of the port on the remote gateway and then,
finally, to a ‘normal’ telephone handset. Now imagine that the remote phone wants to put the caller
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on the exchange on hold. To do that he presses the Hold (or TLB or Flash) button on his handset.
Next the remote office (FXS port) gateway needs to detect this signal. It then needs to convert it
into a VoIP message to go down the network. Then, at the main office, the office gateway receives
the recall message. It then needs to send out of it’s FXO port a recall signal to the extension of the
PBX. Then PBX then understands the recall signal and puts the call on hold. Normally, with most
PBX’s, this has the effect of playing hold music to the other party and then sending back a new dial
tone (called a reorder tone) to the remote callee. The remote callee can then issue the next command
e.g. this might be the number of another extension to transfer the call to.

So, the key points are, the remote FXS gateway must be able to detect the recall signal and the
office FXO gateway must be able to create it. First of all lets talk about the recall signal. The recall
signal in practise involves temporarily breaking and remaking the telephone signal so, for the case
of the remote office, a telephone that wants to send a recall signal must break and remake the
telephone connection to the port it’s connected to (in our case, the FXS port on the remote office
gateway). For the main office where the gateway FXO port is connected to the PBX extension, then
the FXO port has to break and remake the telephone connection to PBX extension it’s connected to.

The important factor is the duration that the line is broken. If it’s too short then the it needs to be
ignored (i.e. it’s assumed to be just a spike on the line). If it’s too long then the device assumes that
it’s actually a call hang up. So, it’s important that the recall period matches the expectations of the
equipment at each end: Too short and it’s ignored, too long and the call hangs up, just right and the
recall signal is correctly detected and the call put on hold.

DURING
CONVERSATION

Recall Pressed Recall Ended, Conversation continues

recall time is too short so
it’s ignored and the call
continues

DURING
CONVERSATION

Recall Pressed Recall Ended, Caller is on hold

recall time is within range
so call it put on hold

DURING
CONVERSATION

Recall Pressed Recall Ended, but it was too
long so the system thinks the
call has hung up

recall time is too long; greater than
expected range so call ends

So the next thing is what recall period do we have to use? Well, in ‘the rest of the world’ the recall
time is typically 200-300mS. Of course, being in the UK and having BT, the time for the UK is
about 65mS – notice the big difference. As is so often the case, the 200-300mS used by the ‘rest of
the world’ is sensible; the 65mS used in the UK is daft! The reason why 65mS is daft is because the
period of 65mS is very close to the same type of signal used in old fashioned pulse dialling.
Therefore, if you have a system which still understands pulse dialling then the short recall signal
can sometimes be confused with dialling the number 1! However that’s BT for you  For the
examples shown below I’m going to assume that the recall period is the UK default value of 65mS:
If your equipment (telephones or PBX) use different values then adjust accordingly.

Anyway, lets take the remote office with the FXS port gateway. The FXS port needs to be able to
detect the recall signal from the telephone. If it’s a normal ‘UK’ type analogue phone then it’s
probably produces a recall time between 60-70mS so, on VoIP Setup/Advanced Setting:
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Look at the ‘Flash Detection’ and the ‘Flash Duration’ parameters. The Flash Detection is the recall
signal time period the FXS port gateway expects to receive from the phone set to indicate recall.
The range should be 60-70mS to cope with a normal UK phone. The Flash Duration is the period
that the FXS port should send out if it gets a Recall signal from the other, VoIP end (office end in
this case). Although there is no reason why a phone would want to receive a recall signal you might
as well set it to the UK default of 65.

Next we look at the FXO port gateway at the main office:
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Again. look at the ‘Flash Detection’ and the ‘Flash Duration’ parameters. The Flash Detection is the
recall signal time period the FXO port gateway expects to receive from the PBX extension (though
in practice I can’t see how this would ever happen). The range should be 60-70mS to cope with a
normal UK line or extension. The Flash Duration is the period that the FXO port should send out, to
the PBX extension, if it gets a Recall signal from the other, VoIP end (remote office end in this
case).

Now, if everything’s been done right, when a call is in progress between the main and remote
offices, the remote user can simply press Recall (or the button might be called Hold or Flash or
even TLB – all the same thing) to put the caller on hold at the PBX. The remote user should then
get the reorder tone from the PBX and the office caller would get the hold music from the office
PBX.
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7 Common Problems

Below is a list of the common causes of problems people experience with trying to apply the
instructions given above:

1. They don’t read the instructions carefully enough 
2. They don’t do everything that the instructions say 

Next a list of the not so common problems:

3. They forget that the VG-14xx gateways are routers and connect the LAN port of the
gateways to the network instead of the LAN ports. The VoIP traffic goes in and out of
the WAN port of the gateway so, if you connect the LAN port to your VoIP network,
VoIP will not happen! Connect the WAN port to your office LAN (and make sure the
WAN port address is correct). If you want, you can go into the WAN port setup of the
gateway and enable bridge mode so that the WAN and LAN ports of the gateway are
transparently connected. If you do this then the LAN has the same IP address as the
WAN so you can connect either ports to your network.

4. Although the instructions say we are using SIP people still decide to set the gateway up
in H323 mode and then expect this to talk to other SIP devices running in SIP mode!
Errr!! Set all devices to SIP mode.

5. Dissimilar codec’s. We have found it best to set both ends to the same codec. We
recommend G.729 because it has good call quality and good bandwidth. If you use
G.711 then you run the risk of bandwidth problems on your network – G.711 uses over 4
times the bandwidth of G.729. This is mentioned in Chapter 6.

6. Problems with compatibility with UK type phone lines are ALWAYS because people
have not read the instructions given above in Chapter 6. i.e. READ CHAPTER 6! 

7. Phones connected to the FXS ports don’t ring. You must use the US to UK type phone
adapters that should have been supplied with your FXS port gateway. These adapters
have the correct ring circuit included so that your phones should ring. If you use other
adapters then check they have the ring circuit fitted.

8. In the VoIP setup menu there is a traffic monitor option. This allows you to log the IP
packets for traffic going in/out of the gateway. Using this to log data and then using
Ethereal (Ethereal) to analys the traffic is a very effective way of getting to the bottom of
any dial numbering or similar problems. Using Ethereal you can actually see the calls as
the are presented so you can check they are as you expect them to be and, accordingly,
check that the dial plans are correct.
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